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Mission Statement
StoveTeam solves medical and environmental problems by helping local entrepreneurs start 
factories to promote the use of safe, affordable, fuel-efficient stoves in the developing world.

Why stoves?
Globally, nearly 3 billion people are using dangerous, smoky open fires or inefficient cooking 
methods each day to prepare meals for their families. Women spend large parts of their day 
indoors over smoldering fires. Inhalation of harmful particles emitted from these fires is the 
cause of an estimated 2 million deaths per year. 

MedicAl pRobleMs of open-fiRe cooking

•	 Pneumonia, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, upper respiratory infections, 
emphysema, cardiovascular disease, lung cancer, chronic bronchial illnesses. These issues are 
especially prevalent in women and children, who spend most of their time at home indoors.

•	 Burns and scars from falling into open cooking fires, especially in children.

•	 Chronic eye and skin irritation from constant exposure to smoke.

•	 Hernias from carrying large amounts of wood.

enviRonMentAl pRobleMs due to this t ype of cooking

•	 Rapid deforestation and mud slides

•	 Climate change due to emissions of black carbon (BC)

•	 Pollution from the emissions of particulate matter (PM)



The Ecocina stove consumes very little fuel and is virtually smokeless.
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StoveTeam Methodology
StoveTeam helps raise seed capital from grants and donations to help start sustainable factories 
in emerging countries. We provide advice and assistance in all phases of factory startup and 
operation. These factories produce safe, fuel-efficient stoves using local labor and materials. The 
stoves are affordable and offer the advantages of using much less fuel, reducing deforestation and 
pollution. As less time is spent collecting fuel, more time is available to pursue other enterprises.

Lives are changed by our work
The installation of more efficient and cleaner-burning stoves improves the quality of air in 
homes where women and children spend much of their day. The Ecocina stove is portable and 
can be moved outdoors when weather permits or to the roadside or central plaza where woman 
earn extra income. A reduction in time needed for gathering fuel-wood results in more time for 
income-generating activities.

“The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that more than two million premature 

deaths annually are caused by exposure to smoke from traditional cookstoves and open 

fires, with women and children the most afflicted….The toxic emissions are blamed for low 

birth weights, pneumonia in young children, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, 

emphysema, cardiovascular disease, lung cancer, cataracts and other health problems. Half of 

all deaths among children under age five from acute lower respiratory infections are due to 

indoor air pollution from household solid fuels.” – www.cmaj.ca, October 12, 2010

A smoke-free environment promotes better respiratory health for all!



Volunteers learning to build the Ecocina stove.
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New Factories
With five successful factories in Central America, StoveTeam expanded to other regions in need 
of safer cooking technologies. In 2011 StoveTeam established a factory to produce stoves for the 
rural communities surrounding San Miguel de Allende, Mexico.

sAn Miguel de Allende, MeXico

The factory in San Miguel de Allende received grant approval in April, 2011. El Salvador factory 
owner Gustavo Peña and Honduras factory owner Anibal Murcia visited San Miguel to assist owners 
Eric Ramirez and Deyanira Ferrer with factory improvements, stove production, and marketing. The 
“Herreria Lupita” factory began producing colorful stoves in August and has produced just under 300 
stoves between August and December. The new factory currently has two employees.

A team of volunteers will visit the area in March of 2012 to assist with factory expansion and 
conduct Kitchen Performance Tests in the village of El Tigre. They will measure the amount of 
wood used in open cooking fires. One year later, follow-up testing will be conducted by a second 
volunteer group.

The factory is interested in establishing a distribution center in Dolores Hidalgo, a few hours 
away, to provide more stoves to the Central Highlands region of Mexico.

In collaboration with the San Miguel de Allende Rotary Club, educational materials were created to 
explain to the community the health and environmental benefits of clean cookstoves. Señor Ramirez 
and others provided numerous stove demonstrations at community events to educate the public about 
the Ecocina. He is working with local environmental advocacy organizations such as GAIA, Apoyo 
a Gente Emprendedora, and Centro de Desarrollo Agropecuario (CEDESA) to promote the Ecocina 
through their numerous initiatives to provide training, education and community development tools 
to people in rural communities. The factory is also seeking to collaborate with a local municipality, 
Desarrollo Social, to develop and provide educational workshops on a variety of environmental topics.
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Ongoing Factories
copán RuinAs, honduRAs

The factory in Copán Ruinas, Honduras received grant approval in April 2010 and began 
producing stoves in June. It has now produced and sold stoves in many colors.

It is experiencing high demand and plans to increase production in 2012. A team of StoveTeam 
volunteers traveled to Copán Ruinas in November 2011 to conduct the first field-tests and help 
with factory improvements and stove production.

león, nicARAguA

The factory in León, Nicaragua is still producing various types of fuel-efficient stoves. It has 
produced Ecocinas along with the production of other types.

nAhulingo, el sAlvAdoR

The factory in Nahulingo, El Salvador was the first factory established. Since 2007 it has 
produced 14,249 stoves. It continues to experience high demand. Factory owner, Gustavo Peña, 
has experimented with additional adaptations of the Ecocina including one using it as the base 
for a pizza oven.

sAn Antonio AguAs cAlientes, guAteMAlA

The EcoComal stove factory in Guatemala has expanded and continues to produce the Ecocina as 
well as two other types of fuel-efficient stoves. The Ecocina is the least expensive and only portable 
stove in its production. The factory has now produced and sold 6,275 stoves of various types.

cholutecA , honduRAs

The grant for Ecocina stoves produced and sold by INCATEC technical school in Choluteca, 
Honduras in conjunction with tree-planting as been completed and the school has produced and 
sold approximately 1,621 stoves.



The Ecocina factory in San Miguel de Allende, Mexico.
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2011 Results
•	 In 2011 StoveTeam International distributed fuel-efficient stoves to families in need by 

establishing a locally owned stove factory near San Miguel de Allende, Mexico.

•	 StoveTeam International made available more open-source documents for the establishment 
of a factory to produce the Ecocina stove.

•	 StoveTeam International instituted regular newsletters.

•	 StoveTeam International worked with a variety of Rotary Clubs to write matching grants for 
seed capital for new factories in Mexico.

•	 StoveTeam International began investigating carbon contract developers who would allow 
StoveTeam factories to participate in receiving carbon credits to reduce the price of the 
Ecocina stoves.

•	 The StoveTeam Administrator and two board members traveled to Mexico to meet with 
potential new factory owners.

•	 StoveTeam began improved quality control and testing for stoves. Volunteer teams traveled 
to Honduras to assist with the first round of field testing.
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totAl stoves pRoduced in 2011

Copán Ruinas, Honduras (est. 2010) 2,899

León, Nicaragua (est. 2010) 850

Nahulingo, El Salvador (est. 2007) 14,249

San Antonio Aguas Calientes, Guatemala (est. 2009) 6,275 

Choluteca, Honduras (est. 2009) 1,621

San Miguel de Allende, Mexico (est. 2011) 290

Total 24,796

nuMbeR of fAMilies diRectly iMpActed by stoveteAM

Total stove production to date is 24,796 Each stove is sold to a single family, and as average 
family size shown by our field testing data is 7.5, the individual impact resulted in a total of more 
than 185, 000 people.

eMployMent

New employment was provided to an average of nine individuals in each of six factories.



Collecting firewood is a daily chore for women and children.
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AReAs of focus between 2010 And 2011

•	 Complications with changing requirements for Rotary Matching Grants resulted in a slow 
start for new factories. StoveTeam has been working with Rotary on the Club, District, and 
International levels to address these complications and despite delays, StoveTeam has been 
very successful at obtaining Rotary funding.

•	 StoveTeam created promotional brochures in Spanish, thus further encouraging factory 
owners to improve marketing strategies and partner with existing non-profit organizations 
for promotion and distribution.

how funding hAs influenced opeRAtions

Having adequate funding has permitted StoveTeam International to:

•	 Help community leaders, organizations, and agencies evaluate whether a stove factory would 
be useful in their area.

•	 Aid in determining the site and setup of a factory, evaluate material availability,  
understand the market and evaluate costs 

•	 Provide experienced factory owners to help with setup and operations

•	 Continue to support factory existing factory operations 

•	 Hire an Administrator to handle increasing inquiries from throughout the world.  

The hiring of a new employee has allowed StoveTeam to increase promotion, Research & 
Development and handle new requests for collaboration. The Administrator was instrumental 
in promoting Nancy Hughes who received the $100,000 Purpose Prize in December 2011.

how AdditionAl funding could influence opeRAtions

•	 A new factory development specialist would be hired to travel to new locations where 
factories are needed.
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cuRRent gRAnt And foundAtion funding

StoveTeam International further achieved its mission with quality grants from the Milagro 
Foundation, The Singer Foundation, Synchronicity Foundation, Oregon Country Fair 
Foundation, Civic Ventures, and The Sanford Foundation. StoveTeam received the majority of 
its support from private donors and more than 75 Rotary Clubs.

Individual Rotary Districts and The Rotary International Foundation provided matching 
funding for all of the Central American and Mexican factories. Local representatives of The 
Peace Corps, Habitat for Humanity, World Vision, Rotary, and other non-profit organizations 
in each country assisted with stove sales and distribution.

AwARds And Recognition

The Partnership for Clean Indoor Air (PCIA) awarded StoveTeam the Special Achievement 
Award for Developing Local Markets at the 2011 PCIA Forum in Lima, Peru.

During this past year, the Founder/President of StoveTeam International has presented 
programs at numerous Rotary clubs, Engineers in Technical and Humanitarian Opportunities 
of Service (ETHOS), The Public Interest Law Conference, University of Oregon Leadership 
Classes, and Civic Ventures.

Nancy Hughes was also the recipient of the prestigious Purpose Prize and donated the entire 
prize amount to StoveTeam International to further its work. As a result of the prize, she was 
named a Cordes Fellow and received an invitation to the 2012 Opportunity Collaboration 
where she will showcase the work of StoveTeam International.



Ecocina stoves curing and awaiting delivery.
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Board of Directors
nAncy hughes – pResident & foundeR

Nancy directs the work of StoveTeam and is the founder and the face of the organization. She 
represents StoveTeam at conferences such as ETHOS, the Partnership for Clean Indoor Air 
(PCIA) Biennial Forum, and the Global Alliance for Clean Cookstoves.

She began StoveTeam after working with a medical team and observing the results of burns and 
upper respiratory diseases caused by cooking over open campfires inside unventilated homes.

Nancy is a graduate of Whitman College, an active member of Rotary and has been a tireless 
volunteer with many organizations. She is an inspiring speaker and travels extensively for 
StoveTeam International.

geRAld ReicheR – vice pResident

Gerry assists factory owners by providing appropriate business tools.  As a member of the first 
team, he assisted with developing the concept of creating sustainable businesses rather than 
simply distributing stoves. Prior to his volunteer work with StoveTeam International he owned 
and operated a software business. Gerry is a former member of the faculty of The University of 
Oregon where he taught and conducted research in the field of Cognitive Psychology. He has 
traveled many times to Central America.

don steely – technicAl diRectoR

Don assists with stove design and the physical development of new factories. He advises factory 
owners about the purchase of appropriate tools and efficient factory set-up. He has built his 
own homes and is the “hands-on” arm of StoveTeam. After traveling to El Salvador he started a 
second non-profit agency to bring donated medical and computer equipment into the country. 
He was a volunteer election observer in El Salvador in 2009. In private life he is a Rotarian and 
works as an educational curriculum designer and program evaluator.
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gAil noRRis – volunteeR cooRdinAtoR

Gail is speaks fluent Spanish and assists in Central America with volunteer teams where she is 
an inspiring leader. In private life she is the Volunteer Coordinator for the Oregon Bach Festival 
and a substitute teacher.

scott wilbeR – ceRtified public AccountAnt

Scott is an active Eugene Southtowne Rotarian and works as a professional C.P.A. He has been 
unable to travel to Central America but takes an active role assisting with StoveTeam financial 
accounting.

MARgA l ARson – finAnciAl AdvisoR

Marga is an active member of the Eugene Downtown Rotary Club and works as a professional 
C.P.A. She visited the factory in El Salvador and assisted with the development of the 
accounting model for stove factories.

John costello – MeMbeR

John is the former owner of North Bank Restaurant and a retired Director of Food Services for 
the University of Oregon. He has traveled extensively in Central and South America checking 
on stove factory status and stove acceptance.

susie hAnneR – diRectoR

Susie is a retired author of reading programs and an active Rotarian. She has successfully written 
and edited all of the Rotary Matching Grants that have more than doubled the contributions 
received by StoveTeam International.
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Staff
sAnyA detweileR – AdMinistRAtoR

Sanya handles the administrative side of StoveTeam’s operations, including volunteer 
coordination, fund-raising, and promotion. She has visited factories in Guatemala and 
Honduras. A graduate from UC Berkeley with a degree in Architecture and Global  
Poverty & Practice, she spent a semester building stoves in rural Peru. She has also  
worked as a researcher with the Berkeley Darfur Stoves Project.

volunteeR stAff. 

Over 200 volunteers contribute time and effort to StoveTeam projects.



The start of an Ecocina stove built as part of a Rotary International Matching Grant.
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Data
deMogRAphic dAtA

StoveTeam now has projects in Mexico and four Central American countries—El Salvador, 
Honduras, Guatemala, and Nicaragua. The populations that benefit from our programs are 
mainly from rural indigenous communities. For example, in the communities that are served by 
the San Miguel de Allende, Mexico factory, the majority of the population is Otomi or Nahuas. 
Those who will benefit most will be women and children under the age of five who spend time 
in the home exposed to open cooking fires.

Reflection
successes

•	 StoveTeam was successful in helping secure Rotary Grants, which more than tripled the 
funds used for the establishment of a very successful factory on the outskirts of San Miguel 
de Allende in Mexico.

•	 We successfully established an excellent working relationship with the Host Rotary Club in 
San Miguel de Allende, which facilitated the smooth development of the factory.

•	 StoveTeam hired a full time Administrator who has been an enormous help in managing the 
high volume of requests for information including assistance in developing stove factories 
throughout the world. The Administrator was crucial in managing volunteers and insuring that 
important projects stayed on track. In addition, her efforts helped increase donations and were 
critical in Nancy Hughes’ receipt of the 2011 International Purpose Prize.

•	 We established a relationship with ERM, a very important environmental compliance 
company. They have agreed to aid us on developing information that will help us establish 
norms for fuel use and medical issues and to measure environmental and health results.
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•	 StoveTeam established relationships with organizations that market carbon credits. If 
successful, carbon credits could very markedly reduce the price of the stove for poor people 
throughout the world.

•	 StoveTeam began improved quality control and testing for stoves. Inspired by our need 
to show the results of wood and CO2 savings for possible carbon credit funds and by the 
incomplete standards of the testing being done in the stove community, we have begun by 
using standard stove-community testing rules but collecting expert opinion to refine the 
methods. In 2011 we sent a group of volunteers to Honduras to test wood usage before 
installation of an Ecocina stove. In March we will send another group to test wood usage  
for those who are using these Ecocina stoves.


